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Business Strategy In Asia: A CasebookLulu Press, Inc
A focused look into the business and management practices
across Asia, from an author team located across three AsianPacific countries and experience of leading organisations
spanning over more than two decades.
Sustainability is a concept that unifies the environment,
economy, and society, and has spread as a key concept in
enterprise management. The United Nations adopted the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in 2015, which require
worldwide efforts to reach a sustainable society, and also
applies to private enterprises.Sustainability should be
developed in connection with management strategy, and Asia's
role, including that of Japan, is important to improve
global sustainability. This book addresses how
sustainability management in the Asian context is currently
practised and proposes practices for the
future.Investigation of the effect of business domain
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characteristics on the integration of sustainability and
management, and elucidation of the process and features of
EMCS (Environmental Management Control System) inside and
outside of companies have been indicated. The book points
that companies need to use and design Sustainability
Management Control Systems in order to implement a CSR
(Corporate Social Responsibility) strategy and match
employees' behavior to CSR activities.MFCA (Material Flow
Cost Accounting) has started to expand rapidly into other
Asian industries from Japan as a method of Environmental
Management Control. The fundamental idea and procedure of
MFCA and many case examples of Japanese MFCA have been
reported. These findings help us to consider a policy for
continuous use of MFCA. Moreover, the relationship between
Toyota Production System and MFCA has been explained and
'Material Flow Time Costing' as a new management accounting
concept is proposed.Based on the literature review, the
study has made recommendations for Asian companies'
strategic management and governmental policy-making to
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improve both quality and quantity of sustainability
disclosure in Asia. One of the papers has identified the
development and implementation of social and environmental
accounting by Indonesian state-owned enterprises and their
determining factors. In a Japanese manufacture, the effect
of smoothed production has been analyzed as an example of
environmental management. This led to an increase in
production quality without additional capital spending.
Strategies, Opportunities and Threats
Global Challenges and Strategic Disruptors in Asian
Businesses and Economies
Case Studies and Lessons across Industries
Foresight & Strategy in the Asia Pacific Region
Strategy for Success in Asia
Strategic Management in the Asia Pacific
Offers a taste of the diverse management and economic
climate in Asia by placing a magnifying glass over the
economies of Asia. It first develops a framework for
understanding business strategy, then provides a detailed
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profile of Asian countries with spotlights on their business
characteristics and how that affects the implementation of
strategy.
'Strategic Management in the Asia Pacific' assembles an
international team of world-famous practitioners and experts
to cover the most significant aspects of doing business in the
Asia Pacific. Recent developments such as the domino declines
in the world financial markets clearly demonstrate that: * we
live, and perceive ourselves as living, in an interdependent
world where business developments in Hong Kong can affect
those in New York, London or Sao Paolo * understanding how
to manage effectively in the Asia Pacific positively affects
multinationals' profits and survival. 'Strategic Management in
the Asia Pacific' explores how to manage effectively and
profitably in the Asia Pacific and identifies and interprets
important environmental characteristics and key stakeholders'
influences. Sources for up-to-the-minute information to make
strategic decisions are also indicated. Contributors include:
Kam-Hon Lee, Dean of Business School, Chinese University of
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Hong Kong (who advised Coca-Cola's entry into China); Mike
Hobday, University of Sussex (who advises the Malaysia
Government on its 2020 policy); Ingo Walter, Stern School of
Business, New York University (who advises several major
governments and corporate institutions on international
banking and finance); Chin Tiong Tan, National University of
Singapore (who advises Singapore Airlines among other major
companies); Kong Yam Tan, National University of Singapore
(who served as Singapore's Chief Economist and is currently its
Chair to APEC) and Ian Marsh, Professor of International
Business, Australian Graduate School of Management. Usha
Haley was formerly Visiting Professor at the Managing
Business in Asia Programme, Australian National University,
Canberra. She also serves as a consultant on issues concerning
strategic management, business-government relations and
foreign direct investment for several multinational
corporations in North America, Australasia, Europe and Asia.
Examines strategic management and organizational change in
Asia Pacific from a number of different perspectives: local
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governments; local companies and MNCs. No other book covers
this topic with such range and scope. Quality contributors.
In order to achieve success, managers need to understand the
strategic issues in Asia. Strategy for Success in Asia covers
areas from the uniqueness of Asia like its economic and
cultural diversity to the roles of governments and the
importance of alliances. One of the first books to offer a
perspective effective company strategy and how local and
multinational companies can achieve strategic success in Asia.
This important book is for anyone who has a stake in Asia or
has plans to do business in it.
Strategies for Asia-Pacific Shipping
Asian Perspective
Building and Sustaining Strong Global Brands in Asia
Selected Cases for Strategic Management (BSP3001B :
Sections B4 & B5) August 2012 Semester
Global Business Strategy
'The backward linkage strategies of major multinationals
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differ significantly between firms within the same industry.
In this provocative book, Denise Tsang explains these
differences in strategy in terms of the culture of the
parent company and the age of the firm. Her case study of
the European microcomputer industry encompasses major
multinationals from the US, Japan, Taiwan and Korea, and
includes both long-established firms and recent start-ups.
It contains a wealth of fascinating detail which she
elegantly synthesises to support her thesis.' - Mark Casson,
University of Reading, UK 'This book is a major contribution
to our understanding of international business strategy. It
adopts a unique culturist view that has been long neglected
by mainstream strategy theorists.' - Geoffrey G. Jones,
Harvard Business School, US This timely book investigates
the importance of national culture as it applies to the
strategic management of multinationals. The author focuses
on backward linkage strategies within US, Japanese,
Taiwanese and Korean microcomputer multinationals investing
in Europe. In particular, both market-driven and resourcePage 7/21
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driven strategic orientations are depicted in new and
established firms.
The multinational corporate guide for thriving in the Asian
marketplace Led by China and India, the rise of emerging
Asia is transforming the structure of the global economy. By
2025, if not sooner, China will almost certainly overtake
the U.S. to become the world's largest economy. By then,
India is likely to have overtaken Japan to become the
world's third largest economy, after China and the U.S.
Besides China and India, Asia also includes other fastgrowing economies such as Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines,
Thailand, and Vietnam. Added together, by 2025, these
developments are likely to make Asia's economy larger than
those of the U.S. and Europe combined. It is clear that, for
every large company, leadership in Asia is rapidly becoming
critical for leadership globally. This important resource
brings together the latest ideas and in-depth case analyses
from leading academics and practitioners to provide a
comprehensive guide to succeeding in Asia. Explores how to
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develop a strategy to benefit from new patterns of 21st
century trade Explains how companies can fight and win
against low-cost competition from Asian companies Shows how
to transfer homegrown management practices to Asia Reveals
how to safeguard the company's intellectual property in
China Brings to light how to leverage India as a platform to
revitalize the company's innovation capabilities A resource
for competing in today's international market, this book
offers executives and managers a guide for navigating the
new global reality—that of Asia as the world's emerging
center of gravity.
With a view to continue the current growth momentum, excel
in all phases of business, and create future leadership in
Asia and across the globe, there is a felt need to develop a
deep understanding of the Asian business environment, and
how to create effective marketing strategies that will help
growing their businesses.
A Compilation of Cases
A Casebook
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Global Strategies for Emerging Asia
Changes in Japan's Business Strategy in Asia
Selected Cases for Business Policy and Strategy (BSP3001:
Sections A1 & A2)
Text & Cases for Managers in Asia

This book explores the importance of strategy and how to make it work in an environment characterised
by constant change. With a specific focus on the Asia Pacific region, anticipated to become the epicentre
of global economic activity, it offers insights into the optimisation of economic potential and social
cohesion enabled by leaders, which is crucial to the global economy and living standards. It highlights
sound foresight, strategic thinking and innovation as the critical underpinnings of successful business
and provides a comprehensive guide to combining practice and theory to ensure successful strategies,
from formulation to execution. The book also builds on the concepts of change, the purpose of business,
foresight, strategic thinking, strategic planning and innovation to present a holistic view of how these
essential elements can be integrated in practice. Combined with a special contribution by Chaly Mah, the
CEO of Deloitte Asia Pacific, the book carefully balances professional and academic insights to
optimally benefit its readers and will be of interest to industry practitioners, researchers and students
alike.
The second edition follows the highly successful first edition in filling an important under-served niche
in the strategy arena: a casebook on business strategy in Asia. As a teaching tool, the usage of case
studies is widespread in business strategy courses. Many case studies are focused on companies from
developed economies, especially from the U.S. and Western Europe, leaving a large void in terms of
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understanding the strategies of Asian companies. This book aims to fill this void in the current offerings
of textbooks. Written by experts on Asian business, it is a unique and comprehensive collection of cases
about the strategies of Asian firms. The cases are wide-ranging, covering a diverse range of issues,
geographic contexts, industries and decision situations. The rigor and depth of information included in
each of the cases provides considerable versatility to educators in terms of usage at various levels. The
cases have been carefully chosen to represent the geographic and economic diversity of the different
countries, industries, and firms within Asia.
In the increasingly turbulent political climate, there has been growing interest in economic and
international relations with Asia. Understanding the business practices in countries of this region,
particularly uncertainties, risks, and opportunities associated with doing business in Asia, will be key for
competing in a global economy. Dynamic Perspectives on Globalization and Sustainable Business in
Asia provides perspectives on the challenges and opportunities of business growth in Asia with strategic
insights on knowledge production, innovation, and disruptive technologies. Featuring coverage on a
broad range of topics such as consumer behavior, financial literacy, and value perception, this book is
ideally designed for academicians, researchers, government officials, policymakers, and practitioners
seeking current research on the development of networks to support competitive advantage in the global
economy and viable enterprises.
Selected Cases One
Selected Cases for Corporate Strategy (BMA5013_F2)
A Casebook : (2nd Ed).
Mastering Business In Asia: Strategy For Success In Asia
Asian Business and Management Practices: Trends and Global Considerations
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A Questionnaire Survey of Japanese Manufacturers on Business in China and Asia Reveals a Deepening
Division of Labor

This title was first published in 2000. This text focuses on one geographical
and economical area - the Asia-Pacific region, on one type of decision
makers - commercial shipowners, and on one type of business strategy corporate level strategy, to show economic change and how organizations
manage that change. This book discusses the challenges that shipowners
face to take advantage of that growth. It also looks at the lack of information
on strategic decision making that could assist the shipowners in taking
advantage of the economic situation. The chapters cover the types of
business strategies available and how to select the criteria for selecting one
of those strategies.
Given the rise of Asia in the global economy in recent decades, it is
important to understand the uniqueness of Asian business. This book first
introduces the core strategies prevalent in Western business, and then
explains how they can be applied or adapted to Asian business. When
necessary, modified or new business models (as developed by the author)
are utilized to better explain Asian business. Furthermore, this book deals
not just with the theory, but also with practice. Several real-life case studies
and examples are discussed in order to compare and contrast the Asian and
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Western perspectives on global business strategy. Readers will therefore
gain an enhanced understanding of Asian business and formulation of Asian
business strategy.
"Readers will find this book useful as a guide to understanding Asian
business from both the macroscopic and microscopic standpoints.... Any
company that wishes to win in Asia must properly develop and train its
managers to think strategically and to execute effectively. This book is one
of the best available to help serve this purpose." —Koh Boon Hwee,
Chairman, Singapore Airlines "This book’s comprehensive and insightful
coverage on business growth strategies for Asia Pacific makes it one of the
best practitioner’s guides. Stan Shih, one of the most respectful
entrepreneurs of our time, has joined force with Dr. Willie Chien and Dr. PoYoung Chu to share their valuable experiences with those who wish to
develop their business in Asia. The methodology proposed by the authors to
analyze the complex competitive conditions and subtle cultural factors
related to Asian market provides enormous help for international companies,
either Western or Asian, to plan and to execute their business strategies for
Asia." —Dr Morris Chang, Chairman and CEO, Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Corporation (TSMC) "In this book, the authors have used
numerous examples and case studies from a broad range of industries to
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highlight the critical importance of defining a strategy for Asia with local
market characteristics. Where they have excelled is in their systematic use
of analytical models to describe the complex business environment. I believe
that the readers will unlock the value of this book when they start following
the models proposed to plan for their Asia Pacific business strategy." —Jim
Morgan, Chairman and CEO, Applied Materials "Drawing on the considerable
experience of two of Asia Pacific's successful practitioners, this work is a
compelling business map for anyone wanting to engage in business in Asia
Pacific and a necessary part of the tool-kit of the asian specialist laying out a
path to success in this dynamic part of our world." —Armin Meyer, Chairman
and CEO, Ciba Specialty Chemicals
Harnessing Regional and Organizational Change for Competitive Advantage
A Casebook in Business Policy and Strategy
The Logic of Successful Business Strategy
Business Strategy and Management
Business Strategy In Asia: A Casebook
Strategic Marketing Management in Asia
This book fills an important underserved niche in the strategy
arena. Written by expert researchers on Asian business, it
presents a broad selection of cases addressing a range of
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current and important issues in business strategy. The cases
have been carefully chosen to represent all the different
dimensions of diversity within Asia: geographic (countries),
industries, and firm types. More than half of them are either
new to or revised for this edition. The cases present an array
of large and small firms, high-technology and new-economy firms,
and those in emerging as well as mature industries, achieving
success and suffering failure in a variety of business
environments.
The book contains selected papers presented at two international
Euro-Asia research conferences held in Nantes and Poitiers,
France, in 1994 and 1995. These papers are among the most recent
empirical works concerned with the analysis of economic
transformation and business strategy in the Asia-Pacific region.
Various themes are addressed ranging from an assessment of the
environment to more specific issues, e.g. business and marketing
strategies of firms operating in this region. Countries given
particular attention include: China, Japan, South Korea, India,
Taiwan and Vietnam. The book represents a comprehensive and upto-date appraisal of the effects of economic transformation and
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business strategy of firms operating in one of the world's most
dynamic regions.
As a rapidly rising force in the global market, Asian countries
hold opportunities for growth and development. However, in order
to successfully gain entry into this new part of the market, it
will first be necessary to understand the motives and background
behind Asian economies. Asian Business and Management Practices:
Trends and Global Considerations analyzes the various strategies
found in the Asian economic market. Showcasing a broad range of
countries in Southeast Asia in addition to China and India, this
publication is a broad, widely encompassing resource for
academics, PhD students, experts, policymakers, and government
officials interested in understanding the background and
applications behind business success in Asia.
Dynamic Perspectives on Globalization and Sustainable Business
in Asia
Mastering Business in Asia
Business Strategy in Asia
Business Strategy and National Culture
Selected Cases Two
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Doing Business in Asia
How can managers discover, develop and implement successful business
strategies for China and our global economy? Drawing on in-depth
research with top executives of successful Chinese and Western
companies, this book provides a road map for profitable business
strategies in our interconnected economy. In the process, the authors
describe and examine both Chinese and Western strategic management,
their weaknesses and strengths. Starting with an analysis of the
historical, cultural and legal antecedents of Chinese strategy, the
authors identify potential for synergy and dominance between companies
from Western, industrialized economies and Chinese companies. The book
closes with recommendations on how the managements of non-Chinese
companies, now pouring into China, can most effectively compete and
interact with Chinese businesspersons and governments. The Chinese Tao
of Business offers guidance to compete successfully against local
companies and in foreign markets through: Unique insights into Chinese
bus iness strategy, including its origins and influencing factors;
Insightful perspectives on the evolution of China’s market and
business environments; Incisive analysis of Eastern and Western
strategic decision-making styles and how they differ; Cogent
identification of hidden and overt threats, pitfalls and opportunities
that Western companies face in China and how to plan for them;
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Effective direction through an Adaptive-Action Road Map (ARM) for
successful business strategies in China and the global economy.
The Asia-Pacific region, sustaining more than four decades of rapid
growth, has emerged as an economic force comparable in significance to
Europe and North America. This book examines the economic,
geopolitical, technological, demographic, and cultural forces that
shape the international business strategies in the Asia-Pacific
region. Specifically, it examines the seismic shifts in global
business environment since the new century, and addresses emerging
opportunities and threats in the Asia-Pacific region. This book offers
new insights for international business in areas such as trade policy,
supply chains, international investment, technological innovation,
international marketing, digital economy, and human resources. The
enclosed comprehensive and diverse analyses of the international
business landscape in the New Asia are invaluable to scholars,
managers, politicians, and policy makers alike. This book is engaging
and informative. It presents a collection of diverse and cutting-edge
topics that offer new insights into International Business activities
in the Asia-Pacific region, raising questions for debate and opening
pathways for future research. A must-read book for International
Business scholars.— Hussain G. Rammal, University of Technology
Sydney, Australia This book offers a comprehensive introduction to the
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general business environment in Asia. It highlights the complexities
and dynamics of doing business in Asia and provides insightful
understandings of emerging issues in the region. The chapter-bychapter analyses of the region depict the rich thematic contexts in
which key issues and challenges facing corporate executives as well
scholars in international business. I believe that this book is
valuable for students of international business, global business
environment and regional studies. —Hongxin Zhao, Saint Louis
University, USA
This book offers 27 comprehensive case studies of real Asia-Pacific
business organizations and industries undergoing strategic change. The
author reviews financial analysis techniques and thoroughly describes
the analytical tools and techniques of strategic management.
Asian Brand Strategy (Revised and Updated)
Business Growth Strategies for Asia Pacific
Business strategy Asia 1996/7
US and Asia Pacific Microcomputer Multinationals in Europe
Text and Cases for Managers in Asia
Practice and Theory to Build Enterprises of the Future
Strategic disruptors in companies and economies, including blockchain technology, big
data, and artificial intelligence, can contribute to the creation of new business
opportunities, jobs, and growth. Research is needed on the impacts of these disruptors
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in Asia, as well as analyses on new business ecosystems and policy implications.
Global Challenges and Strategic Disruptors in Asian Businesses and Economies
presents a rich collection of chapters that explore and discuss the state of the art,
emerging topics, challenges, and success factors in business, big data, innovation, and
technology in Asia. The book explores how the internet of things, big data, and artificial
intelligence can provide solutions for global challenges and companies. Including
topics on digital economy, strategic management, and information technologies, this
book is ideal for managing directors, general managers, corporate heads of firms,
politicians, executives, entrepreneurs, academicians, decision makers, policymakers,
researchers, and students looking to enhance their understanding and collaboration in
business, disruptive innovation, and technology in Asia.
This book offers insights, knowledge and perspectives on Asian brands and branding
as a strategic tool and provides a comprehensive framework for understanding Asian
branding strategies and Asian brands, including success stories and challenges for
future growth and strengths. The book includes theoretical frameworks and models and
up-to-date case studies on Asian brands
In order to achieve success, managers need to understand the strategic issues in Asia.
Offering an overview of strategic issues in Asia, this book aims to communicate the
latest research driven thinking on business strategy. It not only guide managers on how
to balance the opportunities in Asia with the challenges that need to be overcome but
provides suggestions on achieving optimal strategic success in Asia.· Strategy·
Strategy in Asia· Strategies for Working with Governments in Asia· Strategies for
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Profitable Growth· Strategies for Regional Expansion in Asia· Alliances for Success·
Acquisitions for Success· Size and Scope for Success· Strategies for Success in Asia
The Chinese Tao of Business
International Business in the New Asia-Pacific
Selected Cases for Corporate Strategy (BMA5013_F1)
Asian Brand Strategy
A Case Book
Perspectives on Economic Integration and Business Strategy in the Asia-Pacific Region

This second edition of the bestselling Asian Brand Strategy takes a look at how
Asian brands continue to gain share-of-voice and share-of-market. Featuring a
user-friendly strategic model, new research, and case studies, this book
provides a framework for understanding Asian branding strategies and Asian
brands.
How Asia Builds Strong Brands
Sustainability Management And Business Strategy In Asia
Business Strategy
Trends and Global Considerations
A Casebook, Third Ed
Strategic Management in the Asian Context
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